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The performance faithfully tells the funny and humorous events 

experienced by the youngest son, wronged by fate and his prodigious 

tomcat, on their road to wealth and happiness. Hand puppets and

large puppets, masks, pantomime, music, interactive dialogue 

between stage and audience – encourage us to escape into the world 

of Charles Perrault’s story. 

Information from: 

http://www.teatrultandarica.ro/motanul-incaltat-2/?lang=en 

Information from: 

http://www.teatrultandarica.ro/ridichea-uriasa/?lang=en

“The Giant Radish” is a Russian fairy tale which enchanted us by its action and characters: the giant radish, the 

grandfather – the old man,the old woman – the grandmother, the granddaughter, the puppy, the kitty, the mouse. 
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Motanul încălțat - Puss In Boots

FINAL EVALUATION

The grandfather plants a radish, which grows so large that he 
cannot pull it up himself. And pulled it, pulled it, but nothing…The 
old man called the old woman to help him. She catches the old 
man’s waist; the old man takes the radish by the leaves and… 
nothing. The old woman asked her granddaughter to come and 
help. The girl catches her granny’s waist, the old woman holds the 
old man and this one the radish. And pulled it, pulled it, but the 
radish doesn’t snatch. The granddaughter called the dog. The 
puppy holds the girl’s lap, the granddaughter holds the old 
woman’s waist, this one catches the old man, the old man the 
radish. All of them pulled and pulled, but no result. Then, comes 
the kitty. But nothing! The asked the mouse. The mouse catches 
the kitty’s tail, the cat holds the dog, the puppy the girl, the girl 
the granny, and that one the old man. They pull the radish, once 
again and, finally, they succeed. Our performance is interactive, 
cheerful, colorful and could have as subtitle: 
“Where one is not power, which many hands increase”

Evaluating the most significant experiences and methods used by A.C.T.O.R. 

Formal and non-formal evaluation and Google Form
1) History of Bucharest 
2) Village Museum 
3) Spanish lessons 
4) Meeting with Gheorgina and drawing  Mickey Mouse 
5) Unirea Principatelor Române 
6) Shadow Theater 
7) Evaluation with evs 
8) Theater for kids 

The most important moment of every day 
of Job Shadowing. 

Today, I want to write only this.


